
ECPEC Parent 
Power Night

Learn all about the programs your 
child is using in classes at ECPEC 
as well as how to help motivate 

and monitor their progress! 
Tuesday September 24, 2019 @ 6:00pm



Power school

❖ How can You see their grades?
➢ Have your child log in and pull them up or use your 

Parent Portal log in.
➢ Can request Parent Portal tonight.

❖ Where do their grades come from?
➢ Click on the grade and it will show all assignments 

entered to give you that grade.

❖ Zero or not?
➢ If the assignment has two dashes -- then it has not 

been entered and will not negatively impact their 
average.

➢ If the assignment is a zero it will have a zero typed. 

❖ Are the grades current?
➢ Grades are updated constantly.
➢ Usually within a week of the assignment. (projects & 

papers may take a little longer)



Canvas

❖ Learning management system 
used to provide lesson information 
for the students.
➢ Assignments, test, and quizzes 

can be posted here.
➢ Students submit assignments 

electronically.
➢ Students may use this to help 

get caught up on make up 
work.

➢ Notes and directions are 
available with wifi access. 



iXL

❖ Math: 
➢ Used to provided individualized practice on 

math concepts covered in class.
➢ Provides immediate feedback and 

reteaching.
➢ Smart Score is determined by the teacher 

and assigned per skill.
■ Each skill has 5 levels that increase in 

difficulty as the smart score increases. 
❖ English: 

➢ Used to provide individualized practice and 
review on concepts in writing, reading, and 
grammar

❖ Science & Social Studies: 
➢ Uses English Diagnostic
➢ Reinforces Skills taught in class. (Science is 

limited practice: 10/day)
➢ Recommended students complete the 

entire skill...receive all stars. 



Immediate feedback 
and ReTeaching 
when a student 
answers incorrectly

Shows 

their 

answer

Gives “notes” to 
help with the 

type of problem
Shows the problem worked out correctly.

Students are encouraged 
to copy some of these as 
extra examples to refer to 
as they continue. 



Parent Handout



Parent Handout 
(back)

Tips for promoting 
iXL at home.



➢ Shows student              
progress on skills

➢ Click analytics tab to            
see all the skills they have 
worked on. 

➢ Click a skill to see 
○ type of questions 

completed
○ graph of smart score for 

that particular skill.
○ When they worked on it 

(sessions)

IXL
Analytics



Membean

★ Vocabulary Program
○ Individualized word lists for 

each student.
○ Weekly practice with games 

& tutorials (45 min of 
practice per week due every 
Thursday)

○ Vocab quizzes generate 
weekly on Thursday specific 
to each student and their 
practice.



Membean 
Dashboard

◦ Students can view:
◦ Words learned
◦ How many practice 

minutes they have
◦ Their personal goals



Learning Page
Students can:

◦ Hear the word aloud
◦ See it in a sentence
◦ Use context clues
◦ Watch a video clip about 

the word
◦ See the etymology
◦ See graphic organizers
◦ Get hook sentences



PEP-Parent 
portion

★ What does PEP stand for? 
Personalized Education Plan

★ Student centered: The students 
complete the majority of the 
information and will revisit and update 
this quarterly each year to reflect and 
update goals. 

★ Comprehensive look at your 
child’s educational progress.

★ Please complete the Parent 
portion.



Attendance Policies

ECPPS

COA



COA Alerts

◦ A COA email address is required to 
register.
◦ Students were assigned their 

COA email when they were 
accepted after applying.

◦ Students can register your phone 
number or email as well as their own 
using their COA email address.
◦ We suggest at least 1 guardian is 

registered in addition to the 
student. 





Remind Codes 
...for Parents
*not just for students

Used to share 
assignment 
reminders but also 
whole school 
announcements.

Young:

1stC&E: @K7h8f2g  3rdC&E: @7bah884

     4th HPE: @hc9477

McMillan: 

Earth Science @bk2g23

Biology - @4c62b7e

Darnell: 

Eng1@b29ghc  Civics@cd8he6

Wooten:

Math1:@3e3dbb Math3:@ge3f28

   Math2:@93cdd2



Edgenuity
(Health)

1.Have your child login in to Classlink.

2.The student will then click on the Edgenuity 
application button.

3. A screen should open in Edgenuity with their 
progress on Health.

4. Your child cannot pass Health and Physical 
Education without completing Edgenuity.

5. The pace is approximately 10-15 percent each 
week. There may be more or less depending upon 
the weather outside.

6. The Final Exam grade is the grade your child 
receives in Edgenuity for the Cumulative Exam.



My courses 
(2nd & 3rd 
years, 1st 
years in 
the spring)

➔ Jonathan and Cassidy will 
guide you through the website 
and its features

➔ COA’s LMS (their version of 
Canvas)



NCVPS 

★ Used to supplement courses for 
high school credits when 
needed. 

★ Uses the Canvas LMS.
★ Sends bi weekly reports to school 

liaison (Counselor/principal)
★ There usually is a pacing guide to 

follow.



Question/Answer time
Thank you for joining us!


